SCCPSS to Move to HUB Transportation Plan for High School Choice Programs in SY 2020-21
The Savannah-Chatham County Public School System has determined the need to move to a HUB
Transportation Plan for High School Choice Program students - who attend a school outside of their
regular attendance zone. The change, which will be implemented beginning in the 2020-21 School
Year, is expected to both reduce transportation costs and improve efficient use of our resources. The
change should help alleviate the problem of late arrivals by reducing the need for bus drivers to
perform double runs due to a lack of drivers.
The District understands this approach presents a change in existing door to door practice; however,
the HUB plan still keeps SCCPSS at the forefront of school districts across the nation, as a
transportation option is still being offered. While many school districts across the nation do not offer
transportation in any form for students who attend special programming outside of their assigned
attendance zones, SCCPSS is offering an option that seeks parental support to “meet us half-way”
and transport your children to the assigned hub location. Remember, the majority of school districts in
the U.S. do not provide transportation for students to and from Choice Programs. It is viewed as the
parent’s responsibility when they choose to enroll their child in a school outside their neighborhood
attendance zone.

There are Choice Programs in place at nearly all Savannah-Chatham high schools, including three –
Savannah Arts Academy, Savannah Early College and Woodville Tompkins Technical and Career
High School - that are Choice ONLY schools, with no neighborhood attendance zone. Even so, the
change to a HUB system will only impact approximately 2,300 of the more than 26,000 students
transported by SCCPSS Transportation Services each day.

The system will work by having parents drop students off and pick students up from HUB locations at
schools throughout the county. The HUB assigned to a student will generally be at a school in or
close to the neighborhood in which the student resides.

If a parent/guardian is unable to drop off/pick up a student at the HUB location, there will be a student
rate offered on Chatham Area Transit to aid with transport to and from the HUB. All but two of the
planned HUB locations have a CAT Stop nearby.

The student will get on a bus at the HUB location for transport to their school Choice Program and the
process will be reversed in the afternoon.

The HUB locations are on school campuses where security will be present and Sites are being
assessed for lighting and safety. The HUB Transportation Plan will create the need for some Bell
Time adjustments in the coming school year. Potential changes are being assessed now.

